
ELEGANT REPRESENTATION  
OF EXCEPTIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP

Emblematic decorative motif of the Bernardaud 
porcelain factory, the Capucine collection embodies 
the excellence and know-how of French companies 
Bernardaud and THG Paris.

The motif, a flight of butterflies, transcends this classic 
representation to reflect the beauty of nature.

Available for basins, showers and baths, with a coordi-
nated accessories line, this series is available in a wide 
choice of finishes, including chrome, gold, soft gold, 
nickel, rhodium silver and rose gold.

PRESTIGE COLLECTIONS

The Prestige collections from THG Paris are part of the 
company’s DNA. Adorned by semi-precious stones, 
crystal or porcelain, prestige bathroom fittings often have 
a classic shape but reveal a rare elegance. The gold or 
pale gold finishes go perfectly with the eminent designs.
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Ref. A7D Capucine décor mauve - A7E Capucine décor vert

BERNARDAUD

Bernardaud is France’s leading manufacturer 
and exporter of table porcelain. Since 1863, the 
secrets and techniques of a two-thousand year 
old culture have been handed down from father 
to sons. Thanks to its expertise, clay transforms 
itself into an incomparably white, fine porcelain 
ware, translucent and sonorous.

Bernardaud forms part of the heritage of great 
names which contribute to France’s renown. 
The company is one of the 70 members of the 
Colbert committee which represent the luxury 
industry and French quality abroad.
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MORE INFORMATION ON THE WHOLE COLLECTION 
Available in 27 colours 

A7D.151
Rim mounted 3-hole basin mixer

A7D.41SG
Wall mounted 3-hole bath mixer

A7D.112BSG
Rim mounted 4-hole bath-shower mixer

A7D.4621
Wooden box coated with Chinese lacquer  

with a porcelain lid

A7D.546
Soap dish

A7D.4611
Porcelain jar

A7D.4617
Porcelain box

A7D.536
Tumbler

A7D.4607
Porcelain soap dish



COLLECTION CAPUCINE
Ref. A7E Capucine décor vert
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MORE INFORMATION ON THE WHOLE COLLECTION 
Available in 27 colours

A7E.151
Rim mounted 3-hole basin mixer

A7E.13B
Wall mounted bath mixer

A7E.3202
One-hole bidet mixer

A7E.4621
Wooden box coated with Chinese lacquer  

with a porcelain lid

A7E.4607
Porcelain soap dish

A7E.4623
Porcelain box

A7E.4614
Porcelain tray 

A7E.546
Soap dish

A7E.4608
Porcelain make-up paint brush pot


